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Addressing the Age Gap Submitted by: Dianna Koch, LL743 President
More than ever before,
our union understands
the need for younger
members to step up and
join the ranks of our seasoned representatives.
Companies have deciDianna Koch
mated
the manufacturing
LL743 President
industry by offloading American jobs to
other countries, whether because of offshore
agreements or simply because of their bottom line and the need for cheaper labor.
This has had a rippling effect in our shops
and in our union membership across the
country. The local lodge leadership team has
expressed their concerns with upper management regarding what their plan is to address the gap that has been created because
of all the downsizing that has occurred over
the last 2 decades. The average age in the
shop has held steady at 56 years of
age. In the past, the company has not
routinely hired new workers in time
to be fully trained by our retiring
members who leave with all the
knowledge needed to retain our skill
base. This is detrimental to the company as well as our union. The need
for these workers to pass on their
specialized tools, techniques and
processes, that took so many years to attain,
is so critical, not only for our company’s
success, but for the future of our membership as well.
We can not just sit back and say “oh
well”. We can not afford to let everything
fall apart that took us so many years to
build. If we do nothing, we could lose it all
overnight. The mass exodus from our facility of our senior workers will soon be a reality and we must be strategically prepared
when this happens.

One of my goals when I became president
was to do whatever we could to address this
issue. We came up with a plan in early 2014
and we presented it to the Connecticut State
Council of Machinists delegates at the January conference. Since the company has finally started hiring new workers, we have
been successfully following that plan by recruiting younger workers into the ranks of
our union. One way to do this was to include young workers as guests at our Executive Board meetings on a rotating basis.
Currently, we have three of these young
workers learning the process of running a
Machinist Union local.
The IAM created the IAM Young Workers
Strategy Program designed to find younger
members interested in becoming actively
involved in our union in the hopes that they
will someday carry the torch to keep our
legacy and union
strength alive.
This training program is encouraging union leadership at the local
lodge level to
develop viable
young Machinists
committees and
begin the mentoring process for other young
workers.
We have successfully sent three young
workers through the program at the IAM’s
training center. We are sending three more
young workers in May to complete this
training as well. The intent is for them to
form a young worker’s committee to acquire
the basic skills for union participation, learn
where their interests fit into community and
union activities, and begin developing their
talents to become tomorrow’s leaders.
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Addressing the Age Gap (continued)
Young Workers Committee Forming
Local Lodge 743 leadership strongly believes the future of the union and the labor movement as a whole depends on the strength of its young members. LL743's Young Workers Committee will strive to build the skills
of young workers as activists, strengthen their leadership skills, protect their rights as workers and advance the
issues of young workers in the labor movement. The Committee’s mission is to reach out to young members to
ensure that Local 743 has an active, educated young worker membership in its fight for fairness.
Anyone interested in joining the committee should contact me at: dkk1965@gmail.com and Pedro Coutinho at:
pedro.coutinho@utas.utc.com

Pedro Coutinho

Greg Payeur

Jason Geraghty

Austin Laporte

st

Steve Mollison

Phil Servantez III

st

Space Systems 1 Shift Shop Steward Pedro Coutinho Co-Chair, HSWR 1 Shift Shop Steward Greg Payeur,
MSS 1st Shift Shop Steward Jason Geraghty, AMS 2nd Shift Shop Steward Austin Laporte, AMS 2nd Shift Safety
Representative Steve Mollison, and Space Systems 2nd Shift Safety Representative Phil Servantez III.

Individual Medical Account Issues
Effective January 2, 2017, Employees may contribute one dollar
($1) to fourteen dollars ($14) per
week, in whole dollar amounts,
which will be matched by the
Company at seventy-five percent
(75%). Contributions for employees in the following age categoVic Ghidoni
ries (employees may grow into
these special categories) may contribute additional
amounts each week and be matched at seventy-five
(75%), as indicated below.
Additional Matched Age Category Contribution Per Week
50 - 54 $1 - $7
55 - 59 $1 - $8
60 plus $1 - $9

Submitted by: Vic Ghidoni, LL743 Shop Committee

***ATTENTION NEW HIRES!***
We recently discovered that some people are not
receiving the IMA 75% company match. This is due to
a “system issue” that benefits is working on. The 401K
match kicks in after one year, but the 75% IMA match
is right away. If you are contributing to the IMA, log
into your ESS today or reach out to the benefits center
at: (800-243-8135) and make sure that you are receiving the company match! If they do not resolve the issue,
you have a right to call out your shop steward and subsequently be made whole for your losses.
ARE YOU WALKING AWAY FROM FREE
MONEY?
If you are not contributing to the IMA we strongly
urge you to start. This is an excellent negotiated
benefit for our members and their families. Log in
to ESS and maximize your contributions today!

Negotiated PPE Improvements
HS Windsor Locks now provides prescription safety glasses every 12 months instead of every 2 years
with a valid prescription.
You can receive Safety Shoes every 12 months (instead of 18) and up to four pairs of insoles per year (one pair
every three months) as part of the new safety shoe program. Covered Expense Increases:
Safety Shoes $125.00 Electrical Hazard Shoes $150.00
Call Paddy at the shoe store 860-654-2801 to find out when you are eligible for your next pair of safety shoes and
anti-fatigue insoles.
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Electronic Communications
The legal and regulatory landscape around employers' rights,
employee free speech, and social media is still evolving.
There can be some confusion
over what is acceptable conduct
in the use of social media. A
number of laws limit an employVic Ghidoni
er's right to discipline or fire employees for what they post online. These restrictions
depend primarily on what you write about and post.
PROTECTED CONCERTED ACTIVITIES.
The National Labor Relations Act, which sets the rules
for the relationship between unions and management,
also protects the rights of employees to communicate
with each other about the terms and conditions of their
employment. This right applies whether the workplace
is unionized or not. Lately, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), the federal agency that enforces
the Act, has shown a special interest in enforcing this
right against employers who discipline employees for
their online posts. If a group of employees post comments criticizing management or their working conditions, for example, that might be found to be protected
concerted activity, for which the employees may not
be disciplined or fired. ***REVEALING TRADE SECRETS OR OTHER CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
ABOUT THE COMPANY IS NOT PROTECTED!

Submitted by: Vic Ghidoni, LL743 Shop Committee

The following are 10 tips to help you stay out of trouble when contributing your comments on a social network such as Facebook, Twitter, Linked In etc.:
1. DO NOT access or post on social networking sites
while working.
2. NEVER post proprietary company information or
pictures on social networking sites even if names
or workplace are not identified.
3. DO NOT “friend” management on your on social
networking sites.
4. NEVER use your blog to make fun of any of your
work colleagues or to make comments about them
in a way that could be construed as harassment.
5. ALWAYS take advantage of privacy settings, but
be aware that these settings may be accessed.
6. AVOID making posts that could be appear to be or
have overtones that are sexist or racist.
7. NEVER display pictures of a vulgar or intimate
nature or pictures of yourself taking drugs or doing
something illegal.
8. BE AWARE that others may be posting information about you on their social networking sites.
9. KNOW that information on a social media site
exists forever in cyberspace.
10. THINK before posting on social media, and when
in doubt, DO NOT press “Send.”

Date Set for Local 743 Member Picnic
Mark your calendars! The 2017 member appreciation
picnic will take place on Sunday July 16th, at High
Meadow in North Granby, CT. Prepare yourself for a
day of unlimited food and drink, organized sporting
events, games, swimming, horseback riding, rock
climbing, mini golf, shuffle board and much more.
Our Membership Appreciation Picnic is a great opportunity to say thank you to all our members. It is a
small token of appreciation for the dedication and support you have given to your local lodge. This year, for
the first time ever, we will celebrate a day of solidarity

with fellow union members from LL62A,
LL700, and LL1746.
The picnic committee
will be providing more
details on this event soon.
Make plans now to celebrate this fun filled event
with your family and
union brothers and sisters
across Connecticut.

Money Matters
The April 24th Cost of Living Allowance (COLA) came out to $0.06 per hour.
The total contractual COLA calculation to date is now $0.16 per hour.
We will be printing one wage card for both the COLA increase and the 2.5%
general wage increase in May.

Common Misconceptions About Therapy
Submitted by: Michael J. Morin , LL743 CEAP, SAP , MS, Employee Assistance Program
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Call your EAP Representative
for a Confidential Session.

Mike Morin
Cell: 413-977-3712
Office: 860-654-5674

No one ever hears a friend say “I have a doctor’s
appointment” and immediately thinks that they must be
rich or weak or crazy. It’s generally the right and less
stubborn thing to see a professional when our body is
injured or feels “atypical”. But if someone wants to see a
therapist for their mental health, people aren’t as uncritical. Friends and family are mostly supportive, but they
along with the general population still ask questions or
make comments that remind them that going to therapy is
Mike Morin
not as normal or acceptable as going to your doctor.
In an attempt to shed light on the truth about seeing a therapist and raise
awareness, here are some things you should never assume about people who
go to therapy.
#1 THEY ARE WEAK.
Going to therapy is actually a very courageous and strong thing to do. One
has to be open to facing every corner of their mind and heart and be completely, unabashedly open about fears, truths and experiences in order to
really get the most of what a therapist can offer.
#2 THEY ARE CRAZY.
Whether a therapy-goer is suffering from a mental illness or seeking help
for overwhelming feelings/thoughts, “crazy” is never an appropriate term
and only increases the stigma that causes some people to never seek the
help they so very much deserve.
#3 THEY ARE WASTING THEIR MONEY.
We all spend money on and prioritize things that are important to us. The
way one might spend money on a personal
trainer to help them reach or maintain a
level of physical fitness, money spent on a
therapist is a way to maintain your health
and personal development.
#4 THEY ARE RICH.
Therapy can be expensive, but most therapists are willing to work with clients on a
sliding scale if insurance is not an option.
#5 THEY DON’T HAVE A HEALTHY NETWORK OF LOVED ONES.
It can’t be assumed that a therapy-goer doesn’t have solid relationships.
Therapy is not a replacement for friendship, and a therapist is not a friend.
Therapy is a one-sided relationship with a professional who has the skills
and expertise to guide and help you through your struggles and needs.
My hope is that by breaking down these common misconceptions of people
who go to therapy, we’ll be one step closer to being a society that seeks help
when we want and need to without stigma, and that we can talk about seeing a therapist as seamlessly as we talk about a doctor’s appointment.

Or Email:
Michael.morin@hs.utc.com

“We're always here to help”

Michael J. Morin: Providing professional and completely confidential consultations,
education, assistance, and referral services.
Phone: 860-654-5674

Cell: 413-977-3712

E-mail: Michael.morin@hs.utc.com

